
DE-CIX New York operates the largest carrier
and data center neutral Internet Exchange (IX)
in the New York/New Jersey metro region
and ranks among the top 5 IX’s in North America.
DE-CIX New York provides networks a variety of
ways to improve performance, reduce costs and
reach even more carriers, ISPs, content, cloud and
other networks through a port on its IX platform
available directly within NYI’s colocation data
center facility at 60 Hudson Street. 

DECIX NEW YORK AT NYI

GLOBAL PEERING AT NYI IN NEW YORK CITY

NYI is an enterprise-class critical infrastructure provider in New York City
offering an array of services that address hybrid IT needs. From enterprise
cloud solutions to bare metal, colocation and network connectivity, NYI
enables businesses to flexibly deploy, manage and grow their IT
infrastructure with a trusted and proven partner. To further facilitate global
network access, NYI has partnered with DE-CIX, the operator of the world’s 
largest carrier and datacenter neutral Internet Exchange (IX).

This partnership provides low-cost connectivity to DE-CIX New York’s 
industry-leading peering and connectivity solutions. Customers can 
cost-effectively peer with New York and European exchanges to enhance 
interconnections and improve overall network performance.

EXTENDED NETWORK REACH

BENEFITS OF CONNECTING TO DECIX NEW YORK AT NYI 60 HUDSON STREET

To learn how to access DE-CIX’s
world-class peering solutions from NYI call
800.288.7387 or email info@nyi.net.

GETTING STARTED OFFER:•Reach over 230 networks with a free cross connect          
    at NYI to directly reach DE-CIX New York

•NYI customers new to peering can try the DE-CIX   
    platform for up to six months at no charge

•Enhance reach to ISPs, cloud, content, carrier and      
    enterprise networks through DE-CIX at NYI

•Access low latency, one hop, SLA backed   
    connectivity with DE-CIX to replace best effort     
    transit to reach critical networks and improve  
    performance

•NYI’s managed network and cloud capabilities  
     assure customers get the most out of their       
     connection to DE-CIX

•NYI customers can also remotely peer with      
     networks connected to DE-CIX European       
     exchanges with turnkey VLAN access to over  
     2,000 networks

•NYI customers benefit with one-to-one Layer 2  
     VLAN access to non-local networks, further  
     enhancing interconnection capabilities, reducing  
     costs and improving performance

•NYI will provide a free cross connect to           
     DE-CIX at NYI’s 60 Hudson Street facility
     in NYC

•Qualified networks will get a free port on     
     DE-CIX New York’s IX platform for up to
     six months


